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ABSTRACT

Code switching (CS) is the practice of moving back and forth between two languages in the same passage. This paper investigates consonantal variation in an 8-hour corpus of spontaneous code-switched French-Algerian Arabic speech. The study focuses on production variation in Arabic geminate consonants for which Arabic has a phonological opposition with simple consonants. This may influence bilinguals’ production in French where this opposition does not exist. Experiments are realized with the help of automatic speech alignment authorizing simple and geminate pronunciation variants.

The alignment system makes use of Arabic acoustic models which also cover all consonants of French, permitting investigation of simple/geminate variation in both languages. By associating the alignment results with acoustic measurements of consonant variation, this study shows that, the variation affects both French and Arabic simple consonants in code-switched speech with an average geminate variation of the simple consonants of 21.2\% for French and 22.4\% for Arabic.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Code-switching (CS) consists of switching from one language to another in the same speech turn. A large body of research has been devoted to CS \cite{bullock2007, adda2017, adda2018, adda2019}, especially addressing lexical, syntactical and morphological levels of CS. However, the acoustic-phonetic level has been less widely explored. Previous studies in phonetics, phonology and prosody that focused on the influence of one language on the production of the other one during switching often present diverging results across studies. Bullock \& Toribio’s \cite{bullock2007} results suggest that speakers tend to stick to the spoken languages’ standards (e.g. a stop is produced with a typical English burst when speaking English and as a typical Spanish stop when switching to Spanish) with only minor mutual interaction. However, more recent studies on voiced and voiceless stops in CS speech showed phonetic convergence between pairs of stops belonging to one or the other of the two CS languages \cite{adda2017, adda2018, adda2019}, thus questioning earlier results that promoted the idea of clear language system separations. More recently, researchers in automatic speech recognition have turned attention to CS speech in order to test their system’s automatic transcription and language identification abilities \cite{adda2020, adda2021, adda2022}.

This short review of CS studies shows that the CS term covers a multi-faceted reality \cite{bullock2007, adda2017, adda2018, adda2019}, not only with respect to the various speech types and communication situations, but also regarding the addressed language pairs, studied linguistic levels and methodological approaches.

This paper presents a study on French (FR) Algerian Arabic (AA) code-switched speech. We focus on geminate consonants in CS speech making use of a recent methodological approach \cite{amazouz2021}. Gemination is the process of consonant doubling \cite{bullock2007}. Geminate consonants are mainly characterized by their acoustic long duration compared their simple counterparts \cite{adda2017}.

In this study, we investigate potential consonantal gemination in CS speech in AA and in French, the latter may arise due to the influence of AA for the bilingual speakers. To assess the influence of CS on geminate production we compare the French part of the CS speech with a French monolingual spontaneous speech corpus with the aim of disentangling variation due to spontaneous speech and variation due to CS. The proposed work is realized with the help of automatic speech alignment using simple/geminate consonants as a variation paradigm in the pronunciation dictionary of the speech alignment system. This experiment is followed by acoustic analyses of consonantal duration in order to support the alignment results.
2. FRENCH AND ALGERIAN ARABIC CONSONANTAL SYSTEMS

French and Algerian Arabic are phonologically distant languages. As opposed to French, AA has a very rich consonantal system and a reduced vowel system. French is generally considered to comprise 21 consonants [9] with 6 stops and 6 fricatives, each being either voiced or voiceless, four nasals, three glides and two liquids /l/ and /r/. There are no geminates in the French phonological system. However, gemination of French consonants may occur in word contact situations such as "il l’aime", he loves her, (which is different from "il aime" he loves) and within words with double letter consonants "il mourait" he would die to distinguish from "il mourait" he died. However, such gemination processes in French are considered to be marginal.

AA, a North African Arabic dialect with 27 consonants, has two more consonants than Modern Standard Arabic (MSA): /p/ and /v/ [3]. AA and French share 18 consonants /p, b, t, d, k, g, m, n, f, v, s, z, j, ŋ, l, w, j/. The AA consonantal system covers all French consonants except the labial-palatal glide /ŋ/ and the palatal and velar nasals /ŋ, k/. The latter borrowed from English such as camping and parking. The AA phonological system also features dental fricatives /θ, ð/ and emphatic counterparts of /t, d, s/, not present in French.

All AA consonants have a geminate counterpart. The geminate consonants may appear in words that form minimal pairs with respect to their simple consonant counterparts /batâl/ hero, /battâl/ break a habit. Often, they are just in phonetic opposition with the simple consonants: /kabbâl/ rise, /lillâa/ round, /lissâtal/ six. As in French, the AA dialect gives rise to gemination processes, which occur more frequently than the French ones. As a typical example, the coronal consonants are automatically geminated after the article /l lâ the/, the article’s consonant being assimilated to the following coronal. Beyond the phonological status of geminates and gemination of consonants in Arabic, they are orthographically marked by a diacritic /D called Shadda. The explicit transcription of geminates helps to count them in speech providing information about the most produced consonants (see Section 4).

3. SPEECH MATERIAL AND ALIGNMENT

3.1. Speech material

These studies rely on two corpora, a French Algerian-Arabic CS speech corpus (FACST) from bilingual speakers, and a native French corpus of casual speech by monolinguals (NCCFr). The FACST corpus [3, 2] contains a total of 8 h of speech with CS in both French and Algerian Arabic from 20 speakers. The Nijmegen Corpus of Casual French (NCCFr) provides a reference baseline for consonant variation in French spontaneous speech. The corpus contains about 31h of conversational French of 46 native speakers raised in Central/Northern France [23].

3.2. Automatic speech alignment

To study consonant variation in CS speech, we used the forced alignment paradigm which consists in automatically time-aligning the manually produced transcripts on the acoustic signal. Each word gets one or several pronunciations to handle potential production variants across repetitions and speakers. The acoustic models used to process the bilingual CS data consist of Arabic position-independent monophone acoustic models similar to those described in [11, 12, 17, 18]. A monophone setup was preferred as previous studies showed that large sets of context-dependent acoustic models (as typically used in speech recognition systems) tend to capture systematic coarticulatory variation: there is less of a need for the system to select different phone models than the canonical ones [1, 19]. The forced alignment system locates word and phone boundaries using the orthographic transcriptions and the best matching pronunciations chosen among the variants permitted in the dictionary. Hence, to study geminates and gemination variation, the alignment system is used with a pronunciation dictionary which allows each geminate to be replaced by its corresponding simple counterpart and vice versa.

4. GEMINATES AND GEMINATION AS CONSONANT VARIATION IN CS SPEECH

We start with a quantitative overview of geminates in the Arabic subset of the FACST corpus. Table 1 presents the most frequent AA geminates (75% of geminate tokens) in the FACST corpus. Occurrence counts for their simple counterparts, in AA/French CS data and in French NCCFr corpus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cons</th>
<th>Number of occurrences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/r/</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/h/</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/s/</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The most frequent AA geminates (75% of geminate tokens) in the FACST corpus. Occurrence counts for their simple counterparts, in AA/French CS data and in French NCCFr corpus.
shows the frequency counts of the most frequent geminates in AA. For comparison, the frequency counts of their simple counterparts in both AA and French of the FACST CS speech, as well as those of the monolingual French NCCFr corpus are also shown. We did not include the rhotic geminate in this study, although it is among the top 5 most frequent geminates. These consonants have a distinct phonological class in AA and FR although their phonetic characteristics are the same [16]. It is interesting to note, that the geminates in Table 1 are the coronals /ll, dd, nn, ss/ which each have more than 120 tokens. So, we limit our investigations on these consonants, which are the most representative in our data. Experiment 1 investigates simple consonant gemination of AA and FR in CS speech as given by the forced alignment method, using the Arabic acoustic models. Table 2 lists the target consonants and competing variants, i.e., the simple and geminate form for each consonant, and provides examples for both languages. In experiment 2, the same protocol is applied to FR CS speech and FR monolingual speech, in order to compare productions in both settings (bilingual vs native). Experiment 3 addresses the question of whether, and if so, how often, geminates are simplified in spontaneous CS speech. In this case, the target consonants are the AA geminates /ll, dd, nn, ss/ and their simple counterparts are added as variants. This experiment is aimed at highlighting discrepancies between orthographic geminates as transcribed in the FACST corpus and the aligned variants chosen during the forced alignment.

Table 2: Competing variants for each target consonant and example lexical entries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Targ.</th>
<th>Var.</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[l]</td>
<td>[l, ll]</td>
<td>/li/ (for) : [li], [lli] (AA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>/lu/ (read) : [ly], [lly] (Fr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[d]</td>
<td>[d, dd]</td>
<td>/da:r/ (house) : [da:r], [dda:r] (AA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>/dent/ (tooth) : [dã], [ddã] (Fr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[n]</td>
<td>[n, nn]</td>
<td>/nu:r/ (light) : [nu:r], [nnu:r] (AA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>/ne/ (light) : [nu:r], [nnu:r] (Fr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[s]</td>
<td>[s, ss]</td>
<td>/sa:r/ (walked) : [sa:r], [ssa:r] (AA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>/sept/ /set/ (seven) : [set], [sset] (Fr)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This section reports results for the 3 experiments aiming at quantifying variation in the production of simple and geminate consonants. The figures provide the gemination (respectively simplification) variant rates for each experiment. These rates are supplemented by consonant duration results as obtained from the forced alignments.

5.1. Gemination in French-AA in CS speech

Hereafter, we present gemination variant rates measured on simple consonants occurring both in AA and FR CS speech. The overall gemination variant rates are similar in both languages: 22.4% for AA and 22.2% for FR, although there are differences across consonants as shown in Figure 1. For AA, the consonants /s,l/ have the highest variant rates of about 25%, whereas only /s/ has a similar value for FR. High gemination variant rates in AA are observed for /d,l/ with 21% and 25%. The consonant with the lowest gemination variant rate is the nasal /n/, with 19% and 16% of occurrences in AA and FR respectively. Using the consonant durations, a positive correlation \( r = +0.67 \) is measured between the variant rates and the corresponding durations. Figure 2 shows that, with the exception of /s/ in AA, the consonants most frequently labeled as the geminate variant have a larger duration difference between the simple and geminate labelled forms \( r = +0.55 \).
5.2. Gemination in French: comparing CS and monolingual speech

Comparing gemination variant rates between FR CS and FR monolingual consonants in Figure 3, it can be observed that the monolingual speech features higher rates than the CS speech ($\chi^2(2) = 8.01, p < 0.01$). This somewhat unexpected result suggests that the phonological gemination contrast plays an important role in keeping the canonical pronunciations. The word and prosodic contexts of the gemination have not yet been examined. However, the high variation in monolingual speech suggests that these segments may have been stressed. The duration plots are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3: Expt 2: Gemination rates of simple Cs in CS and monolingual French for each target C.

Figure 4: Average duration (ms) of French simple consonants in CS and monolingual speech. Circles: labelled as geminate variant ($C \rightarrow CC$); triangles: ($C \rightarrow C$) Error bars give standard deviation

5.3. AA geminate simplification in CS speech

Figure 5 shows the percentage of original AA geminates labelled as their simple consonant counterpart along with the corresponding duration plots. The simplification rates are seen to be higher than the gemination rates in the previous figures which were around 20%. Simplification is observed for all consonants, with rates ranging from 49% to 76%. The largest simplification rate of 76% is measured for /ss/ "S". The duration plot shows that the durations of geminate tokens aligned with their simple counterpart are significantly shorter than those which remained labelled as geminates.

Figure 5: Left: Simplification rates of AA geminates. Right: Average duration (ms) for simple C variants given by triangles ($CC \rightarrow C$); unchanged geminates given by circles ($CC \rightarrow CC$ variation)

6. DISCUSSION

Three points can be mentioned based on this study. First, the proposed method using automatic variant alignment can help us study the variation of simple and geminate consonants in large speech corpora. The duration analysis confirms that the aligned gemination and simplification variant labels are highly related to segment duration and that duration is a solid, although not unique, criterion to study variation in consonant gemination.

The study also shows that gemination of simple consonants, as revealed by our method, appears in both FR and AA CS speech. However, AA is the most affected by this variation because of the phonological distinction between simple consonants and geminates. In our data, the consonants most concerned by this gemination variation are /d, s, l/. By contrast, less gemination was observed for the nasal consonant /n/ in both languages and in both corpora. The FR monolingual speech also shows high gemination variant rates comparable to FR in CS.

Finally, the high simplification rates of geminate consonants (> 40%) suggest further investigations on a methodological level: acoustic models may be biased in favor of simple consonants due to their overwhelming presence in speech. On a linguistic level, geminates may feature other correlates than duration. Further studies are underway in an attempt to understand production differences by monolingual and bilingual speakers.
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